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REPUBLICANS GIVE THEIR SIDE OF THE STORY
Republican Platform “A Safer World and a More Hopeful

America” (excerpted)
Note: CWA is a non-partisan, non-profit organization. It does
not endorse any party and is providing this information for
educational purposes only. CWA of Kansas ran excerpts from
the DNC platform in August.
As the Party of Lincoln, we stand for freedom. We stand for
the freedom of families and individuals to have good schools,
good health care, and affordable housing and services. We
stand for the freedom that comes with a good paying job in a
growing economy. We stand for the freedom and dignity of
every human life, in every stage of life. We know that freedom
is not America’s gift to the world; freedom is the Almighty’s
gift to every man, woman, and child in the world.  And we
stand for a hopeful tomorrow that will come from total and
complete victory in the War on Terror.
• Defeating Terrorism (Some Goals)

o Stay on the offensive against threats within our own country.
o “… now America has declared war against terrorists. We are

defending the peace by taking the fight to the enemy. We are
confronting terrorists overseas so we do not have to confront
them here at home.”

o “Nations that support terrorism are just as dangerous and just
as guilty as the perpetrators of terrorism.”

o “There is no negotiation with terrorists. No form of therapy or
coercion will turn them from their murderous ways.”

o “Supported by brave coalition allies such as the United
Kingdom, Australia, Italy, Poland and Denmark, and
displaying courage, skill, and resourcefulness on the
battlefield, the men and women of our Armed Forces removed
the dictator of Iraq, a declared enemy of America who had the
capability and intent to produce weapons of mass murder,
and could have passed that capability to terrorists bent on
killing Americans. That was a risk we could not take.”

o “Halting the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction:
ensure that international agreements against the proliferation
of WMD are observed and enforced; detect, disrupt and block
the spread of dangerous weapons and technology; confront
emerging threats from any person or state before those
threats have fully materialized, and improve our capabilities to
respond to the sue of WMD and minimize the consequences
of an attack.”

o “Republicans recognize that our progress in the War on
Terror has been achieved with the help of other responsible
nations.”

o Bio-terrorism: “Increase the federal bio-terrorism budget by
my than 1600 percent, from $294 million in 2001 to $5.2
billion in 2004,”

• Tax Relief
o “The fundamental premise of tax relief is that everyone who

pays income taxes should see their income taxes reduced.”

•  “Social Security
o … needs to be strengthened and enhanced for our children

and grandchildren. … Key changes to Social Security should
merit bipartisan agreement so all improvements are a win for
the American people rather than a political victory for any one

party. … Personal retirement accounts must be the
cornerstone of strengthening and enhancing Social Security.
… assets in personal accounts should belong to each
individual ….”

• Health Savings Accounts
o “… Health Savings Accounts allow people to save, earn

interest, and spend tax free on their health care needs ….”

• Tax Reform
o “Make the tax relief of 2001 and 2003 permanent.”
o “Build on efforts to develop a tax code that does not punish

taxpayers for saving.”

• Reforming the Litigation System
o “America’s litigation system is broken. Junk and frivolous

lawsuits are driving up the cost of doing business in America
by forcing companies to pay excessive legal expenses to fight
off or settle often baseless lawsuits.”

o “We applaud President Bush and Republicans in Congress
for their efforts to reform the legal system by passing
meaningful class action reform, asbestos reform, and medical
liability reform ….”

• Education: No Child Left Behind
o Local Control: “… education is a state, local, and family

responsibility, not a federal obligation.”
o Funding:  “… the largest increase in federal education funding

in history and the highest percentage gain since the 1960s.”
o High standards and accountability: “… states, not the federal

government, develop an accountability plan that will work best
for them.”

o Reading: “… reading is the new civil right.”
o Teachers:  “… a good teacher makes all the difference in a

child’s education. … States have been provided flexibility and
resources to make sure teachers have the skills and tools to
be successful with all children.”

• Medical Research:
o “In August, 2001, President Bush stated: [T]he hope [it] offers

is amazing. … Yet the ethics of medicine are not infinitely
adaptable. There is a least one bright line: We do not end
some lives for the medical benefit of others.”

• Judicial Nominations:
o “We believe that the self-proclaimed supremacy of these

judicial activists is antithetical to the democratic ideals on
which our nation was founded.“

• Promoting Healthy Marriages and Abstinence
• Protecting Children from Obscenity and Exploitation
• Protecting Marriage

o “We strongly support President Bush’s call for a constitutional
amendment that fully protects marriage and we believe that
neither federal nor state judges nor bureaucrats should force
states to recognize other living arrangements as equivalent to
marriage.”

• Life
o “As a country, we must keep our pledge to the first guarantee

of the Declaration of Independence. That is why we say the
unborn child has a fundamental individual right to life which
cannot be infringed.”
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